TIPS FOR DRIVING BETTER & DRIVING LESS
Drive Beer
Sometimes, leaving our vehicles behind just isn’t an option.
For the times we need to drive, driving beer is our best choice.
Follow these easy tips to get the most mileage out of your vehicle – and save money - while improving your gas consumption and
emissions at the same time. It’s up to you to decide which tips you want to use, but these will all help you reduce your gas consumption
during the Sma Drive Challenge!

Drive and Save – Tips for Fuel Efficient Driving
With simple changes to driving habits,
most drivers can save 10 to 15% on gas!
• Avoid High Speeds
For every 10 km/h you go over 100, fuel efficiency drops by 10%.
Driving 120 km/h on the highway instead of 100 is like paying
20% extra for gas. Accelerate smoothly and avoid hard braking
by leaving room between your car and the one in front.
• Easy on the Pedals
Try to avoid sudden stas and stops by driving as smoothly as
possible. Hard stas and stops from one stoplight to the next
save only 2.5 minutes per hour, but increase fuel consumption
by up to 37%. To help you drive smoothly, pretend there’s a cup
of coffee on your dash that you don’t want to spill or an egg
under the pedal that you don’t want to break.
• Maintain a Steady Speed
On the highway, keeping a steady speed uses less fuel. If you
have it, using cruise control on flat terrain improves fuel
efficiency, because it helps you maintain a steady speed, and
also prevents you from accidentally speeding. On hills though,
it's best to turn it off.
• Be Idle Free
Just ten seconds of idling uses more fuel than restaing the
engine. In ten minutes the average car will burn through 300 ml
of fuel - almost 1/3 of a litre.
• Make the Most of Your Transmission
Using overdrive at high speeds saves fuel and reduces engine
wear. With a manual transmission, shiing up gently but quickly
to higher gears allows the engine to work more efficiently.
• Travel Light
Every extra hundred pounds reduces fuel efficiency by up to 2%,
so keep your trunk clear of unnecessary items, and in the winter
remove all snow and ice.
• Roof Racks
A loaded roof rack can increase fuel use by as much as 5%
because of drag, and even empty racks add to drag, so take
them off when not in use.
• Warm Up on the Go
Today's cars shouldn't be idled to warm up, and too much idling
can cause damage. Driving gently for the first few minutes lets
your transmission, steering and engine all warm up at once.

• Air Conditioning
Major electronics like TVs, seat warmers, and AC all add a drain
on the baery and make the engine work harder. At city speeds
you'll save fuel by rolling down the windows instead of using the
AC (though on the highway opening windows adds enough drag
to make the difference negligible).
• Anticipate Traffic
Monitor traffic repos before you leave and while driving to
pick routes that allow you to steer clear of accidents, road
construction and other trouble spots. A hands free mobile app,
such as Waze or Traffic Ale, allows you to monitor your
commute and will ale you to trouble spots ahead.
• Combine Trips
Instead of taking multiple sho trips, think about combining
errands all in the same trip and planning your route so you can
avoid backtracking and rush-hour traffic.
• Use a Fuel Consumption Display
If your car comes with a consumption computer, use it to get
instant feedback on fuel use. Drivers who learn to adjust their
habits have saved up to 10% this way. As a Sma Drive Challenge
driver, you’re also in luck! Your Sma Drive Dashboard and daily
repos give you detailed information on your gas use and
insight on how to reduce that amount every day.
• Plan Ahead
Finally, whatever your destination, always give yourself enough
time to get there. Without the stress of running late, you’ll be
more likely to brake gently, accelerate slowly, avoid high speeds
and enjoy your ride.

Maintain and Save – Tips for Keeping
Your Vehicle in Top Condition
Regardless of the age and type of vehicle you drive, keeping it
in top condition makes a big difference for fuel-efficiency.
• Tire Pressure
Just one tire under-inflated by 8 psi can increase fuel
consumption by 4%, and reduce the life of the tire by 15,000km.
Check the pressure once a month.
• Tune Ups
Keeping your vehicle in tune can reduce fuel consumption by
up to 15% and smog causing emissions by even more. Follow
the schedule in your owner’s manual.
Note: Special credit to Stantec, Natural Resources Canada and
Green Communities Canada for poions of the suggestions
and tips presented here.

